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Short Synopsis 60 min 1-4 14+

Everything has led to this moment. Titans have broken through Wall Maria and are heading to the supply 
depot in the Trost District. If the depot falls, all the resources needed to �ght the Titans will be destroyed. 
If that happens the last few survivors are sure to lose all hope. So it's up to you and your team to fend o� 
and kill the Titans before they can reach the depot! Are you ready to take a stand and save humanity?

Play as your favorite Attack on Titan character, or as the Titan itself. Protect yourself and the castle walls 
to save the day. Positioning is key. The Titan and the castle walls create a vertical playing �eld, so move 
your character up and down as needed to avoid attacks, or strategically position yourself to land a devas-
tating blow. Your goal is to weaken the Titan so that it can be killed.

But be warned - the Titan has many tricks up its sleeve, so stay alert!



One Sentence Summary: 
In this semi-cooperative game, players play together to defeat the Titan player before he 
destroys the last human city remaining. In order to win against him, players must absolutely 
work together and use their unique abilities at the right time.

Elevator pitch:
Attack on Titan : The Last Stand is based on the famous Japanese anime series Attack on Titan. In 
this asymmetric game for 2 to 5 players, one person plays the role of a  Titan while the others 
play as brave Heroes defending the last remaining city

Unique Selling points (USPs):

Contents:

• Strong Table Presence - with a vertical boardgame that allows players to “climb” the Titan
to victory
• Strong License - the game is based on the famous Japanese anime seires Attack on Titan and
30k+ copies were already sold.
• Designed by 2 Titans - This is a game by Antoine Bauza (7 wonders) and Ludovic Maublanc,
2 Titans when it comes to game design.
• Replayability - 4 di�erent Titan roles and 8 di�erent Heroes for a di�erent feel in every play.

- 1 Titan Standee
- 8 Hero Standees
- 1 Tower
- 1 Titan Health Track
- 12 Citizen Tokens
- 6 Cannon Pieces
- 20 Custom Dice (4 colors)
- 12 Heart Tokens
- 8 Hero Cards
- 4 Titan Cards
- 28 Action Cards
- 7 Tactics Cards


